
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Monthly Commentary – month ended 30 September 2010 
 
Equity Commentary 
 
The Fund's domestic equities returned 8.3% during September well ahead of this benchmark for the third quarter, during 
which the Fund returned 13.9%. 
 
The Fund benefitted during the month from selected exposure to interest rate sensitive stocks Foschini, Imperial and 
Woolworths, and underweight positions in the gold and platinum sector.  The precious metals sector was affected by 
strong rand appreciation against the USD, and retailers have benefited from the low interest rate environment. Those 
retailers who reported financial results have reported far better earnings than had been anticipated, some with all time 
highs even exceeding the boom of 2007. 
 
Detractors from performance in equities came from a few defensives that were neglected during the cyclical rally such as 
BAT, Adcock Ingram and Astral. The Fund’s pharmaceutical exposure underperformed through an underweight position 
in Aspen. Aspen re-rated during the period following corporate action; it is considering purchasing an Australian 
operation, Sigma Pharmaceuticals. Despite showing above average growth rates this stock appears already fully priced 
for this growth rate, and does not offer a significant value opportunity. 
 
A notable exception to the underperformance of traditionally defensive stocks was Naspers which returned 15% on the 
month. The Naspers share price remains significantly impacted over the shorter term by moves in its subsidiary Tencent. 
 
General miners had a strong month, though stocks like Anglo American and BHP Billiton are still very volatile as the 
market remains uncertain about the sustainability of commodity prices. The gold and platinum sectors remain generally 
expensive. 
 
Whilst we believe local equities are offering value, we are not exploiting any specific investment themes at present, but 
rather focusing on identifying the value opportunities within sectors. 
 
Bonds 
 
10 year yields ended the month yielding 7.90%, marginally stronger than where they closed last month. Yields were 
relatively volatile throughout the month with yields getting as low as 7.74% and as high as 8%.  
 
Inflation continued to surprise to the downside at 3.5% for August with the impact of the strong rand being evident. 
Strong rand appreciation against major currencies such as the USD has provided disinflationary pressure. 
 
The SARB’s MPC announced its decision on 9 September to lower the REPO rate by 50 bpts to 6.0%. This decision was 
in line with the market’s expectations. Of the 23 economists polled by Reuters, 19 expected a 50 bpts cut and four 
expected the bank to remain on hold. The tone of the MPC statement was very dovish. The SARB lowered its inflation 
and GDP growth forecasts. Targeted CPI inflation was seen bottoming out at 3.7% (previous meeting forecast: 4.5%) in 
3Q10, and averaging 4.8% in 2011 and 5.1% in 4Q12 (5.3%). GDP growth was expected to average 2.8% in 2010 
(2.9%) and 3.2% in 2011. The SARB highlighted the strength in the rand as a key downside risk for inflation. The 
expectation that policy rates in key economies could remain lower for longer was seen as a key support factor for the 
rand.  
 
The local credit market saw four large issuers raising funding.  
 



 
 
 
 

The local credit market saw a number of issuers raising funding. Barloworld (A+ rated) raised R1bn across a number of 
different bonds. The fund participated in the 7yr fixed bond which priced at a spread of 2.38%. Imperial (A rated) raised 
R2bn. The fund participated in the 7 year fixed bond, which made up R1.5bn of the total issue, at a spread of 2.1%.  
 
Within the financial sector both Standard Bank (AA rated) and African Bank (A rated) raised term funding. Standard 
Bank raised R2bn and African Bank raised R1bn.The fund did not participate in either of these two issues as it already 
held exposure to both banks.  
 
All four corporate issues were comfortably oversubscribed. Non-government bonds have been performing strongly in 
recent months and the Fund has been well positioned to benefit from this.  
 
Property (as an asset class within Balanced Fund) 
 
The Fund’s listed property stocks returned 3.9%, outperforming the Fund’s benchmark for this asset class, which was up 
3.5%.  
 
Quarterly distributions for the past third quarter increased dramatically over the previous quarter. The dominance of 
December or June financial period ends amongst local listed property stocks explains the variation in quarterly 
distributions. These stocks, together with an adjustment for Redefine Property Fund, which pays quarterly distributions, 
represent around 73% of the free float market cap of the SA Listed Property index.  
 
Listed property should deliver a distribution yield close to 9% over the coming year.  In our view, listed property is 
attractively priced relative to short term bond and cash investments that offer lower fixed income yields.  
 
Property Fund 
 
The fund's A class units distributed 4.34cpu in the third quarter. This represents a yield of 2.6% (10.4% annualized) on 
September month end pricing. Investors may wonder why the distribution increased dramatically during the quarter i.e. 
up from 1.57cpu in the second quarter. Underlying rental income generated by listed property funds is, after all, pre-
determined by lease agreements. These agreements typically provide for steady annual rental escalations of around 8%. 
Listed funds have portfolios with thousands of leases with termination or review dates that are, in aggregate, staggered 
evenly throughout the year. There is also no seasonal effect that would explain the variation in quarterly distributions.  
 
The dominance of December or June financial period ends amongst local listed property stocks explains the variation in 
quarterly distributions. These stocks together with an adjustment for Redefine Property Fund, which pays quarterly 
distributions, represent around 73% of the free float market cap of the SA Listed Property index. The funds first and third 
quarter distributions should therefore be roughly 73% of the total annual distributions, with the remaining second and 
fourth quarter distributions totaling 27%. 
 
Listed property should deliver a distribution yield close to 9% over the coming year.  In our view, listed property is 
attractively priced relative to short term bond and cash investments that offer lower fixed income yields.  
 
Money Market 
 
CPI for August printed 3,5% yoy from 3,7% yoy in July and in line with consensus at expectation of 3,6%.  The Rand 
appreciation was evident in the goods component and the services components remains sticky above the inflation target 
range.  Interestingly the spill over from the electricity tariff increases was less than expected.  
 
PPI for August increased to 7,8% yoy from 7,7% yoy in July versus consensus expectation of 7,4%.  The higher than 
expected number was due to increases in the mining category which has no direct impact on CPI.   Agricultural food 
prices were robust with grain, nuts and fruit leading the increases.  This points to higher consumer food prices going 
forward. 
 
Private sector credit extension increased by 3% yoy in August versus 2% yoy in July.  The data reflects a continued 
recovery in household lending.  Corporate credit demand has improved slightly but still remains subdued.   



 
 
 
 

 
The SARB's Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) will meet in November to decide on interest rates.  The forward rate 
agreement (FRA) market signals a slight probability that the MPC will cut interest rates but a vast number of economists 
think a rate cut is unlikely.   
 
International Equity 
 
Global equity markets rallied in September in both emerging and developed regions, with the MSCI World Index 
returning 9.4% on the month in USD terms, though part of this needs to be viewed in light of USD depreciation against 
major currencies. The Fund outperformed its benchmark. Much of the rally and the outperformance can be attributed to 
a dissipation of the pessimism in market for the stronger nations and economies; fears of the media hyped 'double dip' 
seems to be lifting. Whilst market data has been softening, the global economy still seems on track for its gradual 
recovery. 
 
It remains important for value investors to differentiate between the noise created by a multitude of shorter term 
economic data, the subsequent (and often herd following) opinion on the minutia of these reports, and actual valuation 
opportunities that bear fruit over the longer term. We still view equity markets as offering good value, particularly in 
developed markets, for the patient investor who can tolerate the shorter term volatility that may persist over the nearer 
term. 
 
International Bonds 
 
International bond performance was strong during September. Yields on government bonds have been dropping, and 
corporate bonds performed very strongly as spreads continued to contract.  Default rates have also been lower than had 
been forecast by the market. These factors, combined with the Fund's strong exposure to credit, have helped the Fund 
achieve a strong out performance of its benchmark index during the month. Corporate credit continues to offer value in 
comparison to its government peers, and we have maintained our weighting bias in favour of higher credit exposure than 
the benchmark. 
 
The overall Fund return was unfortunately negative for the month following the strong depreciation of the USD against 
the rand (5.9%) and the rands appreciation against the euro (3.6%). 
 
The Federal Reserve Bank, European Central Bank, all Bank of England maintained rates during the month. The Fed 
expects inflation levels to remain depressed over the near future, the ECB had noted inflation levels are expected to 
remain stable and within target, and the Bank of England, whilst noting that inflation is higher than expected, does not 
seem overly concerned about taking action on this at the present time. 
 


